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ABSTRACT 
 The major applications of  underwater sensor networks (UWSNs) include seismic monitoring, tactical surveillance, pollution 
monitoring, assisted navigations, oil spill and gas leak monitoring. These applications need the deployment of sensors under 
water which would sense and collect the relevant data. The collected data has to be routed to proper destination or sink for 
further processing. The process of communicating or sending the data acquired, to destination or sink is called routing. The 
different types of UWSN routing protocols such as localization free, localization based, vector based, depth based, cluster based, 
cross layer based are found in literature of UWSNs. Many researchers have done survey on localization based protocols. This 
paper focuses on the study of existing localization free protocols. The research needs the design of new routing protocols which 
prove an improvement in performance metrics such as  PDR, network life time, E2E delay, energy tax, alive nodes, dead  nodes 
and  energy consumption. UWSN routing protocols are broadly classified as localization free and localization based routing 
protocols. The paper reviews  existing localization free UWSN routing protocols  and the important aspects of  protocols are 
discussed and analysed in terms of performance metrics and parameters. This survey would be a step to further explore new 
algorithms for routing  data collected to sink in underwater environment. 
Keywords: UWSN, Localization free,  Routing protocol. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
UWSNs exhibit unique behaviour of dynamic topology. Hence routing in UWSNs becomes more challenging issue. The 
routing protocol designer must design it in such a way that it is robust, reliable, scalable and energy efficient in nature. 
Based on position  information  requirement of  nodes UWSN routing protocols  may be classified as localization free 
and localization based  protocols as given in Figure 1. The different localization free UWSN routing protocols such as 
DBR, H2DAB, E-PULRP, L2-ABF, REEP, SMDBR, LCDBR and EVADBR are discussed in detail in next section. The 
classification shows that VBF, HHVBF, GEDAR, DSVBF, REBAR, FBR, DFR are some of existing localization based 
routing protocols which are designed for UWSNs. 
 

 
Figure 1 Classification of UWSN routing protocols 
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2. RELATED WORK 
2.1 Depth Based Routing Protocol (DBR) 
It is greedy strategy algorithm utilising only depth information to select next forwarding node. The  sensor’s data 
packet  contains its  depth value. The depth of  sender node is compared with receiving nodes depth and  receiving 
nodes having less value of  the depth, further forward the  packet. The packet is held for sometime  by forwarder and 
this time is  called holding time. It depends on  difference between depth of current forwarding node and sender node 
depth. DBR does not need to have the localization information of sensor nodes. Figure 2 shows the network 
architecture of DBR. As depth information of  node is considered as the only routing metric, it has some limitations. 
First, the redundant packet transmission increases  as  network density increases. Second, energy consumption of nodes 
is unbalanced, because  nodes having smaller value of depth  are  frequently involved in  packet forwarding. This leads 
to early energy exhaustion of such nodes and  nodes die prior to other nodes,  resulting void region formation  in the 
network. The first disadvantage of DBR is that each node should have depth sensor ; it increases both cost and energy 
consumption. The broadcasting is the second disadvantage as it increases complexity of routing by making more 
number of nodes as candidates for forwarding the data packet. This protocol does not have any recovery strategy to 
handle communication void region problem. Hence, the packet is discarded when it is struck in a void node [1]. 
 

 
Figure 2 DBR Network Architecture  [source 1] 

 
2.2 Hop-Hop Dynamic Addressing Based Routing Protocol (H2DAB) 
In H2DAB every node is assigned unique hop ID. The nodes are associated with  different layers on the basis of hop ID. 
H2DAB  network architecture shows  many layers from  top surface  to bottom surface. The nodes at the bottom surface 
form  last layer whereas nodes near surface sink  form first layer and  Intermediate layer is composed of   nodes  which 
are  randomly deployed. Dynamic addresses are assigned to each sensor node  to resolve   problem caused by water 
currents i.e node movement. Hence  node gets new ID whenever position changes. The nodes closer to top surface, have 
smaller hop ID and  hop ID increases as  nodes move towards bottom. 

H2DAB works in two phases; in first phase  each node gets dynamic addresses and  in next phase data is forwarded 
with the help of theses addresses. Hello packets generated by sink are used to assign dynamic addresses to ordinary 
nodes. Every node  on receiving Hello packet gets a hop ID and is forwarded  to nodes  at lower  layers, until 
predefined number of  nodes get their addresses. At the end of first phase, all nodes get  addresses. During next  phase, 
sender  forwards  data to the nodes residing at upper layers by greedy method and forwarding continues  till packet is 
received by  any one of sinks. The   Radio frequency(RF)  modem of   sink  help in  transmitting  data with a high 
bandwidth and low  propagation delay. The  protocol has solved the issue of finding the node location. It uses  
broadcast messages for hop IDs  assignment and also for forwarding packets. As it works on multihop architecture, 
nodes closer to sink  drain more energy because of frequent usage and they die earlier. Thus in H2DAB energy 
consumption by nodes is unbalanced [2]. 

 
2.3 Energy Optimized Path Unaware Layered Routing (E-PULRP) 
E-PULRP  depends   not on  information of location.  It does not require  maintenance of routing table, or 
synchronisation of time; but works in a distributed fashion. It operates  in  two phases; in the first phase called layering 
phase, group of adjacent  concentric spheres form layers with  sink  as centre of sphere. The factors like   successful 
packet transmission probability and minimum overall energy expenditure  are used to decide the radii of concentric 
spheres. During second phase called communication phase, packet routing from source to sink  takes place via selected 
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nodes using on-fly routing algorithms and  each  transmission ends at immediate lower layer. The experimental results 
show that initially  total energy expenditure reduces with  increase in layers  but after a certain limit transmission and 
reception overhead come into picture [3]. 
 
2.4 Layer by Layer Angle Based Flooding Protocol (L2-ABF) 
L2-ABF employs  flooding strategy to enhance network reliability. Only the nodes lying within flooding cone angle can 
forward the data packets. Thus, L2-ABF adopts restricted flooding technique to reduce energy consumption. The sender 
node sets the flooding cone angle to 90±10K where K=1 and flooding is towards  sink via upper layer; if ACK is not 
received from nodes of upper layer, the flooding cone angle is set to 90±10K where K=2. If ACK is not received, the 
sender node goes on increasing K value up to 8. If ACK is received for particular value of K=K1 where K has any value 
ranging from 1 to 8, the further increase in K is stopped and flooding cone angle is fixed to the angle value 90±10K1 
and thus flooding zone is determined in round 1.Meantime, the power level P is set to P1. If ACK is not received even 
after setting K=8, then cone length is increased and the procedure in round 1 is repeated. If ACK is received in this 
round 2, for some cone angle then flooding zone is fixed for that cone angle and power level is increased to P2. If ACK 
is not received in this round 2, the cone length is further increased and the process is repeated. For every new round 
when cone length is increased the power level is also increased.  

For nodes with smaller mobility than source larger K values are chosen. Similarly, for faster node mobility than 
source small K values are chosen. Figure 3 illustrates the increment of the flooding cone angle. Suppose node A has 
data to send to sink node. Node C which lies in the flooding cone will send ACK to node A when it receives packet 
from node A. If many nodes exist inside the flooding cone,  then  each node sends ACK to node A. 

 
Figure 3 Illustration of determining cone angle [source 4] 

 
If  qualified nodes is more than one, consumption of energy  and collision will increase when all  qualified nodes 

flood  the packets. To avoid this, forwarding nodes must be minimised or controlled. To achieve reduction in collisions 
and energy consumption the concept of multiple queues is used. They are priority queue and packet history buffer.  
Layer number and unique ID of node are used to calculate  nodes  priority. A node with highest priority is allowed to 
forward  packets by flooding . Packet history buffer ensures that only once  same packet is forwarded  in a specified  
time interval. The size of packet history buffer is 5; when it becomes full, the least used packet is replaced by the new 
packet [4].  

 
2.5 Reliable and Energy Efficient Routing Protocol (REEP) 
 In REEP   five sinks are deployed on surface of ocean for data collection. The   anchored  nodes  are at  ocean bottom 
and  remaining  nodes are deployed randomly in water. The operation of REEP is composed of network setup and data 
transmission phases. During first phase nodes are assigned to   different sink node and in next   phase data packet is 
sent to sink. REEP utilises the concept of  TOA to estimate sink’s distance to current node. To find sinks distance to 
current node, during network setup phase, Hello packet is generated by sink node. On the receipt of Hello packet, 
receiving  node calculates  distance using  TOA concept. Both  sink distance and  residual energy  of receiving node 
will be updated in Hello packet and are forwarded. Neighbour node receiving this Hello packet, calculates its  source 
node distance and adds it to distance to sink node, in order to obtain its  distance to sink and then  respective fields of 
Hello packet are updated  and  packet is  forwarded. In this manner, many ordinary nodes get associated with each sink 
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node. In case, if same node gets associated with more than one sink the node, it discards the packet in which its 
recorded distance to the sink is higher. 
 During next phase,  source node confines transmission of Hello packets within the cone angle of θ=90±10K where K is 
increased by factor of two (maximum value of K=8) when Hello packet is not replied by any of the nodes. All the nodes 
within the cone angle are candidate forwarders of data packet. But priorities are assigned to the candidate forwarders. 
The source node multicasts the data packets and candidate node having highest priority forwards the data packet. If it 
fails to forward then candidate forwarder with next higher priority forwards the packet otherwise packet is discarded.  
Thus, the energy of nodes is saved [5]. 

 
2.6 Sink Mobility in Depth Based Routing Protocol (SMDBR)  
The network architecture of SMDBR has multiple static sinks  which are having  radio and acoustic modems. Sensor 
nodes deployment underwater  is  three dimensional and assumptions made by authors are: nodes are randomly 
deployed; mobile sink (MS) has unlimited energy resources, computational and memory capabilities, sensor nodes 
know their depth through depth sensors. In SMDBR, MS moves along a fixed elliptical path. MS starts moving from 
fixed position and return back to starting position.  SMDBR is a greedy algorithm that delivers the packet from source 
to MS or from source to static sink. 

 The nodes take the decision of packet forwarding on priority basis. Firstly, the node checks its position and if it is in 
direct range of  communication, then it forwards  data to static sink directly; Secondly,  if  mobile sink (MS)  is within 
its communication range, forwards data to MS; Thirdly, if  there is node in its range then it forwards data packet  on 
depth difference mechanism. There is every possibility that many neighbouring nodes become eligible forwarders to 
forward the data. Broadcasting of same packet by eligible forwarders increases collision. Moreover, the same packet 
forwarding by many forwarders reduces  energy efficiency. In SMDBR,  node broadcast the packet using 
omnidirectional acoustic channel. The concept of packet pause time is used for  scheduling  packets;  pause time is 
computed as depth  difference of  previous sender  node and current forwarding node. The node holds the packet for 
pause time. The depth difference and pause time are inversely proportional.  If forwarding node finds MS in its 
communication range then pause time is decreased by 50% and packet is sent to MS. To avoid many nodes 
participation in packet forwarding, concept of depth threshold dth,  is used.  If depth difference is larger than dth , then 
only packet is forwarded by forwarder otherwise discards the packet. If depth threshold is zero then number of 
forwarder nodes increase and same packet is transmitted by multiple nodes which causes flooding and leads to high 
energy consumption. If depth threshold is increased then the number of forwarders will decrease and energy 
consumption is reduced. However, PDR and throughput will also be reduced. [6]. 

 
2.7 Link state and forwarding nodes Constraint Based DBR (LCDBR)  
LCDBR is designed for optimizing throughput and energy efficiency. The authors  define  Direct and Multihop data 
transmissions in this protocol. During direct data transmission, node  sends data directly  to a sink in its range of 
transmission. As there are numbers of sinks deployed on  water surface, for optimal delay and efficient transmission, 
sender  calculates SNR in order to check  its  link status with every sink. After calculating SNR, the link with optimal 
SNR is chosen for data transmission whenever more than one sink is present in  range of transmission of sender.  

 The second type of transmission is used when sink is  not present in  sender’s range of transmission. In this method, 
the data reaches sink through multihops. In this approach, there are two steps; in the first step  a set of  forwarding and 
their neighbour  nodes  is selected.  Only nodes with  depth less  than sender node’s  depth are chosen as  members of 
neighbour set. Further restriction on neighbour set is that  node and  its  neighbour  must be  at a distance lower than  
range of transmission and higher than  depth threshold (DTH). Second step is optimal forward node selection in which 
a candidate node that has minimum depth is chosen as optimal forwarding node. All  other  candidate nodes do not 
participate in  data forwarding. This aspect makes LCDBR energy efficient compared to CDBR, as the energy is saved 
by not sending it to all candidate forwarders [7]. 

 
 

2.8 Energy-efficient and Void Avoidance Depth Based Routing protocol: EVA-DBR 
EVA-DBR is stateless  protocol, capable of detecting and bypassing  trapped as well as void nodes in UWSNs, only 
from information derived from neighbour nodes.  Detection of void node  is achieved by an approach using timer. 
EVA-DBR  is composed of  updating and routing phases.  First phase involves  detection of void and trapped nodes. 
Second phase involves process of  dropping packet by trapped and void nodes. All regular nodes lying in upper 
hemisphere form candidate forwarders if and only if their relative distance from the optimal candidate is within a 
specified value i.e if they are found lying in forwarding range. EVA-DBR provides for dynamic resizing of forward 
area. A forwarding range  can be selected by each forwarding node, at each hop based on density of  nodes in area lying 
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in forwarding path. From the neighbour table, count of nodes with  less depth relative to node may be obtained. If this 
count  is greater than maximum threshold,  R/4 is set as forwarding range. On the other hand if count is  less than 
minimum threshold,  R  which is set  maximum  range is subjected to change  for improving  transmission reliability 
[8]. 
 
 
3. COMPARISON OF LOCALIZATION FREE ROUTING PROTOCOLS  
The survey carried out on localization free  protocols is summarized in this section. TABLE 1, gives the performance 
analysis carried out on basis of different performance metrics. 
 
 

 
Localization Free UWSN 

Routing Protocol 
 

 
Performance Analysis 

DBR[1] Improved  PDR ,  E2E delay,  Energy efficiency compared to VBF. 
 

H2DAB[2] In both dense and sparse networks high packet delivery ratio is achieved. 
 

E-PULRP[3] Normalised energy expenditure is reduced compared to PULRP. 
 

L2-ABF[4] Average Packet Delivery Ratio is improved compared to DBR. 
Average E2E delay is decreased compared to DBR. 
Average Energy consumption is reduced compared to DBR. 
 

REEP[5] Both Energy Consumption and E2E delay are reduced compared to DBR. 
Network lifetime increased compared to DBR. 
 

SMDBR[6] Alive nodes increased compared to DBR, EEDBR. 
Alive  nodes : SMDBR > DBR > EEDBR(Number of rounds<2000). 
Packets received at sink is increased compared to DBR, EEDBR. 
Hence throughput improved. 
Packet received : SMDBR>EEDBR>DBR(Number of nodes<2000). 
E2E delay is reduced compared to DBR and EEDBR. 
E2E delay: SMDBR<DBR<EEDBR(Number of rounds<1000) 
Energy Consumption improved  in comparision  with  DBR and EEDBR. 
Energy Consumption:  SMDBR<DBR<EEDBR(Number of rounds<2000) 
 

LCDBR[7] Both average E2E delay and Average Energy Consumption are reduced 
compared to CDBR. 
 

EVA-DBR[8] PDR is increased compared to WDFAD-DBR and DBR. 
PDR: EVA-DBR > WDFAD-DBR > DBR 
Both Energy Consumption per message and Average E2E delay are decreased 
compared to WDFAD-DBR and DBR. 
Energy Consumption per message and Average E2E delay:  
EVA-DBR < WDFAD-DBR <  DBR. 

Table 1: Comparison  based on different performance metrics 
 

 
TABLE: 2 gives the comparison of reviewed protocols based on parameters listed in the table. 

 
 Localization 
Free Routing 

Protocol 

Year Single 
Hop/ 

Multi Hop 

Single 
entity/ 
cluster 

Single sink/ 
Multi sink 

Dense network 
(DN) or sparse 
network(SN) 

Void 
problem 

addressed 
Yes/No 

Energy 
efficiency 

Better 
compared 

to 
DBR[1] 2008 Multihop Single 

entity 
Multisink DN No VBF 

H2DAB[2] 2009 Multihop Single Multisink Both for DN No Not 
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entity and SN compared 
with any 

other 
protocol 

E-PULRP[3] 2008 Multihop Single 
entity 

Single sink DN No PULRP 

L2-ABF[4] 2012 Multihop Single 
entity 

Multisink DN No DBR 

REEP[5] 2015 Multihop Single 
entity 

Multisink DN No DBR 

SMDBR[6] 2015 Singlehop/ 
Multihop 

Single 
entity 

Multisink DN No DBR and 
EEDBR 

LCDBR[7] 2016 Multihop Single 
entity 

Multisink DN No CDBR 

EVA-DBR[8] 2017 Multihop Single 
entity 

Multisink DN Yes WDFAD-
DBR and 

DBR 
Table 2: Comparision of routing protocols based on different parametrs 

 
 
4. CONCLUSION 

This research paper discussed and analyzed the working of  localization free routing protocols for UWSNs. This 
analysis and study would help in designing localization free routing protocols for the future UWSNs. 
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